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UN Statistical Commission, 54th session - “[The Commission] took note of the need for methodological work to measure technology facilitated violence against women and existing efforts to address this gap, and asked for this item to be included in the agenda of the 55th session”

Commission on the Status of Women, 67th session - “Strengthen the understanding of and track patterns of forms of gender-based violence that occur through or are amplified by the use of technology in order to guide evidence-based policymaking and programming and comprehensively measure its impact”
DISCUSSION

Item 1 – Data collection modes

Item 2 – Denominators

Item 3 – Choice of questions

• Forms of violence
• Characteristics of violence

Perpetrators, continuum of violence, victim/survivor/target, device/means/platforms and digital spaces, frequency/repetition of the violation, impacts/harms suffered, reactions/reporting